DEVOTEES OFFER MULAIPARI TO LINGABHAIRAVI

Coimbatore: On the eve of Thaipoosam, devotees offered mulaipari to Lingabhairavi situated at the foothills of Velliengiri mountains on Tuesday. Around 500 devotees carried mulaipari pots (pots of sprouted cereals) on their head and started their pilgrimage journey by foot from Kallipalayam near Alandurai village and walked about 15 km, all the way to Linagabhairavi via Iruttupallam, Semmedu villages.

The image of Lingabhairavi Devi was formed with sprouted cereals and was carried in the procession. On Thaipoosam that is observed on Wednesday, thousands of women from India and across the world undertook the ‘Shivanga Sadhana.’

A source from Isha Foundation stated that due to Lunar Eclipse Lingabhairavi premises will be closed from 1:00 pm on Wednesday and will be opened to public from Thursday.
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